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ALMOST EXACTNESS IN NORMED SPACES

ROBIN HARTE

ABSTRACT.  "Almost exactness" is defined for pairs of bounded operators

between normed spaces.

Introduction. If T : A —> Y and S : Y —y Z are linear operators between linear

spaces for which

(0.1) S-x(0) = T(A),

then the pair {S,T) is sometimes described as "exact". For bounded operators

between normed spaces the proper definition is more elusive. In this note we offer

definitions of "exactness" and "almost exactness" in §1, which amount to simulta-

neous* generalizations of boundedness below and respectively openness and almost

openness; we show how they are related to the fundamental subspace-quotient se-

quence, and we demonstrate that almost exact pairs come in open sets. In §2 we

see how almost exactness can be expressed using duality, "enlargement", and com-

pletion, and in §3 we address ourselves to a boundary problem. It turns out that,

provided the spaces are complete, "almost exactness" reduces to condition (0.1)

together with an additional closed range condition, and that "almost exactness" in

the incomplete case reduces to the same condition for the completed operators. In a

sense therefore most of what we have to say can be recovered from earlier work. We

believe however that our point of view helps to bring out some of the "resonances"

latent in the usual form of the exactness condition for complete spaces.

1. Suppose T G BL{X, Y) and S G BL{Y, Z) are bounded linear operators

between normed spaces; then we shall call the pair {S, T) {left, right) invertible if

there are V G BL{Y, X) and S' G BL{Z, Y) for which

(1.0.1) S'S + TT' = I,

and {left, right) one-one if there is inclusion

(1.0.2) S-1{0)Cd{TX).

When also

(1.0.3) ST = 0,

then (1.0.1) and (1.0.2) represent respectively the strongest and the weakest possible

kinds of exactness. We shall write

(1.0.4) BL{X, Y, Z) = {{S, T) G BL{Y, Z) x BL{X, Y):ST = 0}

for the closed subset of chains {S, T) in BL{Y, Z) x BL{X, Y).
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The concept of exactness appropriate to normed spaces is more subtle:

1.1 DEFINITION. The pair {S,T) G BL{Y, Z) x BL{X, Y) will be called almost

{left, right) nonsingular if there are k,k' > 0 for which, for each y G Y,

(1.1.1) y G cly(Discy(0; k'\\Sy\\) + rDiscx(0; k\\y\\)),

{left, right) nonsingular if, for each y G Y,

(1.1.2) y G Discy(0; k'\\Sy\\) + TDiscA'(0; k\\y\\),

and strictly {left, right) nonsingular if in addition

(1.1.3) S{Y) = dz{SY).

If in addition {S, T) is a chain, then it will be called almost exact, exact, or strictly

exact.

Necessary and sufficient for (1.1.1) is that for each y G Y there should be a

sequence {xn) in X for which

(1.1.4) lim sup \\y - Txn\\ < k'\\Sy\\    and    sup ||a;n|| < k\\y\\;
n n

for (1-1-2) we should have (1.1.4) with a constant sequence xn = x. For example if

T = 0 then each of (1.1.1) and (1.1.2) reduces to the condition that S is bounded

below; if instead S = 0 then (1.1.1) is the condition that T is almost open [7], and

(1.1.2) the condition that T is open. In general there is the implication

(1.1.5) (1.0.1) =*■ ((1.1.3) and (1.1.2)) => (1.1.2) => (1.1.1) => (1.0.2);

if in particular T = TT"T and S = SS"S have "generalized inverses" then [5,

Lemma 2; 8, Theorem 1.6] (1.0.2) =>■ (1.0.1), so all these conditions coalesce.

Perhaps the most fundamental example of an almost exact pair is the subspace-

quotient sequence; (1.1.1) holds with k = 2 and k' = 1 when X — W Ç Y with

natural injection T: X —* Y and quotient mapping S: Y —> Z = Y/ c\{W):

1.2 THEOREM. If W is a subspace of Y, then for each y G Y there is a

sequence {wn) in W for which

(1.2.1) \\y-wn\\^dist{y,W)    and    \\wn\\ < \\y\\+dist{y,W) <2\\y\\.

IfW is closed and k' > 1, then for each y G Y there is w GW for which

(1.2.2) \\y - w\\ < k'dist{y,W)    and    \\w\\ < \\y\\ + dist(y, W) < 2\\y\\.

PROOF. By definition of dist{y,W) there is {w'n) in W for which

(1.2.3) \\y-w'n\\<dist{y,W) + {l/n)\\y\\    for each n G N,

which implies

IKH < 112/11 + \\V - «411 < dist{y,W) + (1 + l/n)\\y\\;

thus (1.2.1) holds with

(1.2.4) wn = {n/{n+l))w'n.

Whether or not W is closed, if y G W then (1.2.2) holds with w = y, while if

y £ c\{W) so that dist^VF) > 0 we can replace (1.2.3) by

(1.2.5) \\y-w'n\\<dist{y,W) + {l + l/n)dist{y,W)    for each n G N.
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Now if we define wn by the formula (1.2.4) then the second part of (1.2.1) still

holds, while

||V-«*,|| < ||2/-<|| + K||/(n+l) < (l+l/«)(l+l/(n+l))di8t(»1W)+||y||/(n+l);

thus (1.2.2) holds if we take

(1.2.6) w = wN    with{3 + \\y\\/dist{y,W))/N <k'-1.

Thus if W = c\{W) is closed, then we can arrange (1-2.2) for every y GY.    D

Theorem 1.2 is a sort of "anti Riesz lemma" : the special case in which Y = cl{W)

was part of Theorem 1.3 of [7]. Edward Bach of Trinity College, Dublin has shown

(unpublished communication) that we cannot always get ||u>n|| < ||y|| in (1.2.1).

Theorem 1.2 enables us to break the almost exactness condition into two pieces:

1.3 THEOREM. Necessary and sufficient for a chain {S,T) G BL{X,Y,Z) to

be almost exact is that there are h > 0 and h' > 0 for which, for each y G Y,

(1-3.1) dist(3/,rX)</i'||Sy||

and

(1-3.2) Sy = 0 => y G clY{Tx: \\x\\ < h\\y\\}.

Necessary and sufficient for {S, T) to be exact is that in addition

(1-3.3) Sy = Q^yG {Tx: \\x\\ < h\\y\\}.

PROOF. If (l.l.l) holds then, whether or not {S,T) satisfies the chain condition

(1.0.3), both (1.3.1) and (1.3.2) follow at once, with h = k and h! = k'; if (1.1.2)
holds then so also does (1.3.3). Conversely if y G F is arbitrary then (1.2.1) gives

a sequence {wn) in Y for which

||SttVt||=0,     \\y-wn\\^dist{y,S'\Q)),    and    \\wn\\ < 2\\y\\.

By (1.3.2) there is a sequence {xn) in A for which

Ikn -Txn\\ ->0    and    \\xn\\ < h\\wn\\.

Together these give

(1.3.4) ||y-Ta;tl||-+dist(y,S-1(0))    and    \\xn\\ < 2h\\y\\.

If we now remember that ST = 0 and then apply (1.3.1) we have also

(1.3.5) dist(y,S_1(0)) <dist{y,TX) < h'\\Sy\\.

Thus (1.1.1) holds with k = 2h and k' = h!. At the same time (1.2.2) gives, since

S_1(0) is closed, w G Y for which

Sw = 0,     \\y-w\\<{l + e)dist{y,W),    and    \\w\\ <2\\y\\,

and then if (1.3.3) holds there is x G X for which

w = Tx    and    \\x\\ < /i||ui||.

Using this with the argument above shows that (1.1.2) holds with k — 2h and

k' = {l + e)h'.    D
We are unable to settle whether or not Theorem 1.3 can be extended to pairs

{S,T) for which ST ¿ 0. When A, Y and Z are complete then Theorem 1.3 and
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the open mapping theorem combine to say that a chain {S, T) G BL{X, Y, Z) will

be almost exact, equivalently exact, iff

(1.3.6) T(A) = 5"1(0)    and   S(Y) = clz(SY);

thus if the spaces are complete then all three conditions in Definition 1.1 are equiv-

alent.

Almost exact pairs come in open sets:

1.4 THEOREM.    If X, Y, and Z are normed spaces then

(1.4.1) {{S, T) G BL{X, Y, Z) : {S, T) is almost exact)

is an open subset of the space BL{X, Y, Z).

PROOF. Suppose that k,k' > 0 satisfy (1.1.1): then if {S',T') G BL{X,Y,Z)
satisfies

(1.4.2) fc||r'-T||-r-fc/||S'-5||+£ = é< 1    withe>0,

we claim that (1.3.1) and (1.3.2) hold for {S',T'), with h = k/{l - 6) and tí =
k'/{l -8). If y G F then (1.1.4) gives xx G X for which

(1.4.3) Wv-Txi\\<yiSy\\ + e\\y\\    and   \\Xi\\ < k\\y\\,

and hence

\\y-T'x1\\<\\{T'-T)x1\\ + k'\\Sy\\+e\\y\\

< k'\\S'y\\ + \\T' - T\\ Hull + k'\\S' - S\\ lli/H + e||y||,
so that, with yi = y — T'x\,

,        , y = yi + T'xi    with S'y = S'yu

||yi||<fc'||S'y||+c5||y||    and    \\xx\\ < k\\y\\.

Iteration gives sequences (yn) in Y and {xn) in A for which

(1.4.5) y = yn + T/(x1-r-x2 + ----r-a:n)    with S'yn = S'y,

(1.4.6) ||yn|| < k'{l + 6 + • • • + ¿"-^US'yll + 6n\\y\\ < h'\\S'y\\ + Sn\\y\\,

and

\\xi +x2-\-+ xn||

(1.4.7) < kk'{n + {n - 1)6 + ■ ■ ■ + Sn-l)\\S'y\\ + k{l + S + - - - + ¿n_1)||y||

<n/»"||5'y|| + Mlvll-
Here h = k/{l - 6), tí = k'/{l - 6), and h" = kk'/{l - 6).   Now (1.4.5) and
(1.4.6) show that {S',T') satisfies (1.3.1), where no control is needed on the size of

ll^i + x2-\-\- xn\\, and together with (1.4.7) show that (5', T") satisfies (1.3.2),

since if S'y = 0 then ||xi + x2 H-r-in|| < h\\y\\.    G

Our proof of Theorem 1.4 closely follows the original argument of Joseph Taylor

[12, Lemma 2.1], which assumes that the spaces X,Y, and Z are complete and

works with the condition (1.3.5); the same argument is given by Vasilescu [13,

Lemma 2.1], and a quantitative version is given by Potra and Ptak [11, Chapter

10, Proposition 10]. We might observe however that in each case the pair {S, T) is

assumed to satisfy (1.3.6), while the pair {S',T') is only proved to satisfy (0.1).
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The reader is invited to see whether by sufficient ingenuity he can bypass The-

orem 1.3 in the proof of Theorem 1.4. No amount of such ingenuity however

will remove the assumption that the pairs {S',T') are chains: If for example

X = F = Z = C2 and [5, Example 2]

a.«, ,-(>;) -r-(;;)

then {S,T) G BL{X,Y,Z) is (left, right) invertible in the sense of (1.0.1), but can

be approximated by the pairs {St, Tt) with O^teC given by

(1-4.9) *-(¿   J)     and   Tt = ( J    «),

which are not even (left, right) one-one in the sense of (1.0.2).

2. Exactness and almost exactness can be described in the dual spaces, in the

"enlargements", and in the completions. If we write

(2.0.1) At = BL(A,C)

for the dual of a normed space A, and

(2.0.2) T1 : F* -> X1

for the operator induced by T G BL{X, Y), then it follows from Theorem 1.3 and

the usual Hahn-Banach arguments [7, (2.3.3) and (2.3.4)] that

(2.0.3) {S, T) almost exact & (Tf, Sf) almost exact.

Less predictably,

2.1 THEOREM. Necessary and sufficient for a chain {S, T) G BL{X, Y, Z) to

be almost exact is that there are k,k' > 0 for which, for each y GY, g gY\

(2.1.1) \g{y)\<k\\gT\\\\y\\ + k'\\g\\\\Sy\\.

PROOF. Whether or not (S,T) is a chain, if (1.1.4) holds then for arbitrary

y GY, arbitrary W, and arbitrary V G BL{Y, W) we have

HVvll < \\V(y - Txn)\\ + \\VTxn\\ < \\V\\ Hv - Txn\\ + \\VT\\ \\xn\\

and hence, taking limsupn,

(2.1.2) \\Vy\\<k\\VT\\\\y\\+k'\\V\\\\Sy\\.

Specializing to W — C gives (2.1.1). For the converse we use Theorem 1.3: if (1.3.1)

fails then there is (yn) in Y for which

(2.1.3) ||Vn|| = l,    dist(yn,TA)> \,    and    ||Si/„||-0,

and then by the Hahn-Banach theorem there is {gn) in yf for which

(2.1.4) \\9n\\ = \9n{yn)\ = 1    and    ||ff„r||=0.

Together these violate (2.1.1). If instead (1.3.2) fails then, using the Hahn-Banach

separation theorem, there is {gn) in Y+ for which

(2.1.5) llSnlls-i(o) = 1    and    \\9nT\\->0,
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and then (y„) in Y for which

(2.1.6) \\yn\\ = 1,    Syn=0,     and    \gn{yn)\ > \-

Again these conditions together violate (2.1.1).    D

It is clear from (2.1.2) that if {S, T) is almost (left, right) nonsingular then

(2.1.7) ||vf/||<fc||Fr||||C7|| + fe'||y||||r^||

for arbitrary U G BL{W, X) and V G BL{Y, W).
We recall from [7] the enlargement

(2-1.8) Q(A) = loc{X)/c0{X)

of a normed space A, together with the operator

(2.1.9) Q(T) : Q(A) - Q(Y)

induced by T G BL{X, Y); note particularly the norm of a coset

(2.1.10) dist(x,cn(A)) = lim sup ||in||    ifx = {xn)Gl00{X).
n

2.2   THEOREM.      If {S,T) G BL{X,Y,Z) is a chain then the following are
equivalent:

(2.2.1) (Q(5),Q(T)) is {left,right) one-one;

(2.2.2) {S, T) is almost exact;

(2.2.3) {Q{S),Q{T)) is exact.

PROOF. Whether or not {S,T) is a chain, if (2.2.2) holds then by (1.1.4) there

is for each sequence y = (yn) in y a sequence x = {xn) in A for which

(2.2.4) ||yn-Txn||<fc'||5yn|| + (l/n)||y„||    and    \\xn\\ < k\\yn\\.

Applying this with y G /oo(Y) shows that (Q(S), Q(T)) satisfies condition (1.1.2),

as required by (2.2.3). Conversely if (2.2.2) fails and we assume that ST = 0 then

by Theorem 1.3 either (1.3.1) or (1.3.2) must fail: in each case we claim there is a

sequence y = (yn) in Y for which

(2.2.5) yG/oo(Y)    and    SyGc0{Y),

and

(2.2.6) zGZoo(A)=>dist(y-Tx,c0(Y)) > \.

If (1.3.1) fails then we may choose y as in (2.1.3). If instead (1.3.2) fails then we

may choose y as in (2.1.6), with g = {gn) as in (2.1.5): now for arbitrary x G loo{X)

we argue

||yn - Txn\\ = \\gn\\ \\yn - Txn\\ > \gn{yn - Txn)\

> \9n{yn)\ ~ \\gnT\\ \\xn\\ > i - llxlUlffnTH,

and hence

limsup||y„-Txn|| > lim sup(± - ||i||oo||ffnr||) = i    G
n n

The last part of the argument is suggested by the proof of part of Lemma 2.1

of [1].  If we take S = 0 in Theorem 2.2 we get a simplified version of the proof
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of Theorem 1.1 of [9]. One by-product of Theorem 2.2 is that almost exactness in

incomplete spaces can be tested in their completions: here we recall

(2.2.7) A~ = c(A)/c0(A) Ç Q(A),

the familiar completion of A, together with the operator

(2.2.8) T~ : A~ -> Y~

induced by T G BL{X,Y).

2.3 THEOREM. If {S,T) G BL{X,Y,Z) is a chain between normed spaces

then the following are equivalent:

(2.3.1) {S,T) is almost exact;

(2.3.2) (5~,T"~) is almost exact;

(2.3.3) {S~,T~) is strictly exact;

(2.3.4) T~(X~) = S~1(0)    and   S~{Y~) = cl(S~Y~).

PROOF. It is a special case [7, Theorem 4.2] of Theorem 2.2 that

(2.3.5) Q(A) - Q(A~);

thus Theorem 2.2 itself shows that (2.3.1) and (2.3.2) are equivalent. The equiva-

lence of (2.3.2), (2.3.3), and (2.3.4), using the open mapping theorem, is our remark

(1.3.6).    D
One consequence of (2.3.5) is that Q(A) is ahvays complete, whether or not the

space A is. This gives a further strengthening of Theorem 2.2: if {S, T) satisfies

(2.2.2) then also

(2.3.6) (Q(S),Q(T))    is strictly exact.

3. We conclude with a discussion of a problem suggested by [7] and the boundary

result of Cho and Tagachi [3, 4]:

3.1 PROBLEM.    If {S,T) and {Sn,Tn) m BL{X, Y, Z) satisfy

(3.1.1) {S,T) almost exact,

(3.1.2) Sn dense andT^ dense,

and

(3.1.3) ||Sn-5|| + ||rn-r||—0    asn^oo,

does it follow that

(3.1.4) S dense    and   T' dense?

As an attempt to prove this, suppose that z G Z is arbitrary and find {yn) in Y

and then (xn) in A for which \\z — Snyn\\ —> 0 and

(3.1.5) life - Txn\\ < k'\\Syn\\ + (l/n)||z||    with \\xn\\ < k\\yn\\.
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Now

\\z - Syn\\ < \\z - Snyn\\ + \\Sn - S\\ \\yn\\

<\\z- Snyn\\ + \\Sn - S\\ \\yn - Txn\\ + ||(5n - S)Txn||

< \\z - Snyn\\ + \\Sn - S||(*'||S«n|| + (l/n)||*H) + ||(5„ - S)Txn\\

<\\z-Snyn\\ + \\Sn-S\\k'\\Syn-z\\

+ \\S„ - S\\{k' + {l/n))\\z\\ + \\{Sn - S)Txn\\,

giving

(3.1.6) (1 - fe'||S„ - SJDII* - Syn\\ < ||S» - S\\{k' + {l/n))\\z\\ + \\{Sn - S)Txn\\.

Our lack of control of the last term on the right-hand side stands between us and

the result. In the special case T = 0 this reduces to the proof of Theorem 1.3 of

[7]. When X,Y, and Z are Hilbert spaces then we can actually reduce the whole

problem to this special case: observe [4, 10] that (3.1.1) is equivalent to

(3.1.7) S*S + TT* =row{S*,T)col{S,T*)    invertible,

and that similarly (3.1.4) is equivalent to

(SS*      0   \
n      rp*rp ) = col{S,T*)rov/{S* ,T)    one-one and dense.

Thus the assumptions of Problem 3.1 are that the operator col(5, T*) : Y —* ZxX is

bounded below, and can be approximated by the operators col(5n, T*) : Y —> ZxX

which have dense range: then by Theorem 1.3 of [7] it follows that col{S,T*) is

also dense, and hence almost open.

If we strengthen the assumptions in Problem 3.1, assuming that the chains

{Sn,Tn) form "short exact sequences", and use Theorem 2.3 to reduce to com-

plete spaces, then an affirmative solution would seem to be contained in the index-

stability results of Vasilescu and Albrecht [13, 2] : their arguments deal with un-

bounded operators, and use gap theory.

ADDED IN PROOF. A result dual to Probem 3.1 is obtained for complete spaces

by Wrobel [14, Lemma 2.4].
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